Bright Lights:
Participant-Centered Idea Sharing for Programming with PL Resources

This project is made possible in part by Library Services and Technology Act (LSTA) funds from the U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services and through Library Access Funds administered by the Office of Commonwealth Libraries, Department of Education, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, Tom Wolf, Governor.

Learning Goals
At the end of this session you will be able to

- Take “tried and true” lesson and programming ideas back to your library
- Share best uses for POWER Library resources with colleagues
Ideas to start with...

• PA Photos and Docs
  • Using Primary Sources

• BookFLIX
  • Book awards
    • Mock Newbery and Caldecott lesson
  • Fiction vs Nonfiction

• TrueFLIX
  • Learning Support Students
  • ESL Students

• SIRS Discoverer and EBSCO for research
  • Advanced searching progression: SIRS Discoverer → EBSCO products

Padlet
Padlet is a group/community edited site to collect notes and resources

http://bit.ly/2u3NS9t